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Just as soon as I finished writing the ISPF REGION tool, I had to
modify the code to allow additional functionality. This new
functionality was the ability to display 64-bit storage amounts—

both the total amount available and the amount in use.
Since it has been almost 25 years since the concept of 31-bit storage

(XA or Extended Architecture) was introduced, I thought it prudent to
quickly update this ISPF dialog with 64-bit storage amounts. I didn’t
want to wait another 25 years!

IARRAX EXTRACTION

The first place that I went looking for 64-bit storage amounts was
the IHALDA (Local Data Area) since this is where the 24 and 31
bit limits and in-use amounts are stored. It turns out that 64-bit
numbers are not stored in the IHALDA. Instead, they reside in a
similar control block named the RSM Address Space Block
Extension—DSECT IARRAX.

The memory chaining to the IARRAX control block is very similar
to that used to address the IHALDA. This chaining begins in the
Prefixed Save Area (DSECT IHAPSA) to the Address Space Control
Block (DSECT IHAASCB) and ends in either
the Local Data Area or RSM ASCB Extension
(IARRAX).

I have modified the callable COBOL program
named CLCCSTOR such that it now returns the
64-bit storage limit and in-use amounts.

64-BIT DIFFERENCES

There are a few differences in the numbers that
IBM stores in the IARRAX control block when
comparing them to the 24 and 31 bit amounts
stored in the IHALDA. These differences are:

▼ The amount fields in the RAX are
doubleword (64-bit) binary numbers.

▼ The limit number (MEMLIMIT for step)
is stored in megabytes, not “raw” bytes.

▼ The in-use number is stored in actual
(“raw”) bytes used.

These last two items are important when it
comes time to display the 64-bit amounts on

the ISPF panel. Basically, I decided that for consistency, all 64-bit
amounts would be shown in megabytes. The 64-bit numbers are simply
too large to show as fully edited numbers.

Also, the smallest amount of 64-bit storage that an IARV64
REQUEST=GETSTOR can acquire is one megabyte (1M).
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Linkage Section.
01  Return-Storage-Values            Binary.

05  LS-Max-24-Bit-Value          Pic S9(08).
05  LS-Used-24-Bit-Value         Pic S9(08).
05  LS-Max-31-Bit-Value          Pic S9(08).
05  LS-Used-31-Bit-Value         Pic S9(08).
05  LS-Region                    Pic S9(08).
05  LS-Max-64-Bit                Pic S9(16).
05  LS-Used-64-Bit               Pic S9(16).

FIGURE 1: The fields named LS-Max-64-Bit and LS-Used-64-Bit had
to be added to the linkage of program CLCCSTOR to accommodate
the 64-bit amounts. Note that these two fields are eight bytes in
length—Pic S9(16) Binary.

FIGURE 2: The older look of the SHOWMEM pop-up that displayed only 24 and 31 bit amounts.
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ACCOMMODATING THE
CHANGES

In order to make the changes effective, I had
to enlarge the passed linkage between the
COBOL program named CLCCSTOR and
whatever calls it. Specifically, I had to add two
new fields as shown in Figure 1.

But this was only the first part of the change.
I then had to reconfigure the ISPF panel and
alter the code behind the SHOWMEM ISPF
dialog function in order to get the 64-bit
amounts on the panel. Figure 2 shows what the
old screen looked like and Figure 3 shows the
new look with the 64-bit amounts in place.

NOVEMBER 2005 COLUMN

I refer readers to the initial column that I
wrote on this ISPF REGION tool. It appeared
in the November 2005 issue of Technical
Support magazine. Everything in that column
is still valid. The only difference is that now
the 64-bit numbers are available.

You might also want to refer to my July
2005 column—Returning Storage Limits in LE COBOL—because this
column explains the underlying subroutine named CLCCSTOR. If you
look at the latest source code, you’ll notice the additional memory
chaining required to access the IARRAX control block.

MEMLIMIT IN TSO/E

If you install and try out this REGION tool with the 64-bit additions,
don’t be surprised if all of the numbers related to 64-bit storage are
zeros (“0M”). As of z/OS V1R4, the TSO/E logon screen does not
have a field to override any default MEMLIMIT amount. The
Logical Partition (LPAR) would have to have a default MEMLIMIT
amount established.

I have noticed that many LPARs don’t have any default MEMLIMIT
established. In cases like this, all of the 64-bit numbers in the
SHOWMEM dialog pop-up will show 0M.

CONCLUSION

Like a lot of people, I don’t particularly enjoy going into just-com-
pleted code and making changes. In the case of the ISPF REGION tool
though, I thought it was the appropriate thing to do.

The entire dialog, including the CLCCSTOR program is available
for download at www.NaSPA.com.

NaSPA member Jim Moore is the president of Concentrated Logic
Corporation, a Glendale Heights, IL-based software development firm spe-
cializing in TSO/ISPF/PDF and database design.
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FIGURE 3: The revised SHOWMEM pop-up panel. 64-bit numbers are shown to the far right, in
megabytes. The TSO/E REGION amount has been moved near the bottom of the screen. Using
Display As will not change the 64-bit presentation—it will always be in megabytes.


